BIOFEEDBACK
The Biopulsar can accurately analyze energy shifts, revealing real-time changes in a person's psychology and health. The Biopulsar's handplate sensors can show you the subject's brain and body states during relaxation, concentration and to "other" thoughts, thereby revealing the reaction in the moment—the inner workings of the brain and the connection of the body and mind. Incredible integrated biofeedback combined with an unbiased viewpoint!

**POSITIVE THOUGHTS, RELAXED STATES & HARMONY**
Can be easily seen in the graph line moving in the middle of the graph, strong and stable and in bright harmonic colours. When an individual's thought patterns are at a healthy and normal level, the Biopulsar will show the vitality of the thoughts at a normal level.

**NEGATIVE THOUGHTS, INSUFFICIENT ENERGY RESERVE**
Can be easily seen in the graph line falling from higher levels to lower frequency colours and organ vitality resultant of the negative thought causing stress on the correlating organ. In this case the organ is unable to maintain a healthy level or harmonic balanced level.

Or negative thoughts show up in an organ(s) as a low energy and on the Biopulsar this will be displayed at the bottom of the graph. Negative thoughts weaken the life energy and lowers the organ pulse vitality.

**NEGATIVE THOUGHTS, STRESS, EMOTIONAL INSTABILTY**
Can be easily seen in the graph line fluctuating from high to lows or erratic graph lines, dark and high or low frequency colours.

Responses can be easily seen in all organs read by the Biopulsar—simultaneously for complete mind/body analysis. Excellent for thought control, seeing energy shifts and patterns, remedy testing, etc. The Biopulsar allows you to view which body parts respond to a thought, situation, treatment or remedy. Record features gives you the ability to document subtle or extreme changes.
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE
Diagnosis is very easy with the Biopulsar-Reflexograph® because the biofeedback speaks for itself. As the human body consists of 5 elements, a disharmony of these elements can cause a multitude of signs and symptoms. The syndromes of the elements are symptoms, which explain the imbalance and illness. For example, before an outbreak of a sickness, an organ will pulse at an imbalance of the elements. A Biopulsar scan of the organs can play a very important role in the prevention of illness.

If one views the percentage share of the entire biofeedback of the various pulse types, then one can deduce the general bio-type constitution according to Ayurveda. If one finds predominantly Pitta and Vata pulses in the various organ zones, then one speaks of a Pitta/Vata constitution.

Vatas usually have a high energy output and therefore the pulse is thin and fast. If there are strong energy fluctuations and high amplitudes, then the energy position of the organ is very unstable. The strength cannot be kept due to stress. To try to get the energy back the strength is taken from other organs, this in turn then reduces the over general life strength. A strong Vata type would be seen on the Biopulsar with the majority of the organ graphs showing instability.

The pulse of a pitta is full, regular and strong with medium speed and rhythm. If the energy of several organs slowly "crashes" then a chronic weakness exists in the area of this organ. The strength cannot be kept.

The kapha pulse beats smoothly and is full, slow and rhythmic (which can be difficult to detect). If there are strong energy fluctuations and high amplitudes, then the energy position of the organ is very unstable. The strength cannot be kept due to stress. To try to get the energy back, the strength is taken from other organs. Through that the general life strength is reduced.

- The biofeedback graphs correspond to the pulse wave of an organ, which are produced by the predominant life energy (Prana, Chi).

- In the swinging and amplitude of the biofeedback graph the activity of the elements are revealed.

  - The biofeedback graphs correspond to the pulse wave of an organ, which are produced by the predominant life energy (chi). In the swinging and amplitude of the biofeedback graph the activity of the elements are revealed.
ACUPUNCTURE
Balance exists when the Yin and Yang energy is balanced. The biofeedback graph would be contained within the harmony line and relatively in a straight line. Deviations upward show that there is an energetic accumulation in this organ zone. Yang would be too strong. Therefore the energy of that organ has to be sedated, which means the surplus of energy has to be diverted or dispersed. If the value runs below the harmony line then the Yin is too strong; therefore, the organ’s energy has to be made stronger by increasing its vitality. When the values in the area are between 20 to 40 (also in the area of the 1 and 2 position) it suggests a chronic emptiness or coldness, and a Moxa is advised.

Should the organ groups, which lie near together such as the stomach, spleen, pancreas and liver, show strong differences on the vitality scale then tension reigns signifying a possible disorder. For example, if the vitality in the stomach touches at 20, the pancreas at 90, the spleen energy decreases into the direction of 40 mark and the liver stabilizes at 100, this tension produces pain. An acupuncture treatment or meridian cleansing can balance the Chi, which would show immediately in the biofeedback. In most cases, the pain that resulted because of the tension immediately disappears once the balance has been reestablished. In the biofeedback the values would then again move along the harmony line and the aura would be green-turquoise.

• Thus, the Biopulsar is suitable for the fast and simple development control of the therapy.

• The biofeedback graphs correspond to the pulse wave of an organ, which are produced by the predominant life energy (chi). In the swinging and amplitude of the biofeedback graph the activity of the elements are revealed.
Using the Biopulsar to test remedies is similar to doing a muscle test like kinesiology or the Nogier RAC measurements. Kinesiology is based on the philosophy that by taking something harmful, the life energy of the cells of an organ or of the total human will be reduced. When the body has experienced a weakness, the muscle strength also decreases and an outstretched arm can easily be pressed down. The Chi in the meridian lessens and the pulse gets weaker. Similarly one can find out the same with RAC measurements.

- The Biopulsar-Reflexograph® shows exactly which organ and in which way the organ reacts to a medicament, product, thought or therapy.

Instantaneously, the Biopulsar’s shows if further weaknesses or so-called side effects are being produced in certain organs. Sometimes the side effects can be more disastrous than the causal illness. For example, if the heart has an excess of energy and the kidneys show extreme energetic weakness. During the testing, the heart remedy shows the kidney energy is made weaker through the influence of the medicine. Consequently, the medicine is not to be recommended to the patient because the administration of this medicament could cause grave kidney damage, which in turn could possibly cause more heart problems.

- Every person has a very individual energy and reaction pattern. With the help of the Biopulsar these patterns can be quickly and easily found.
IS THE BIOPULSAR® REPRODUCABLE?

Definitely! In fact, most measurement tools are only able to offer 50-70% accuracy. Whereas, the Biopulsar technology boosts 90%, which makes it ideal for precision biofeedback analysis and feasibility studies. Since the Biopulsar’s reading capabilities are so refined you will be able to produce consecutive repeatable results. This means that if you take several readings in a row you will see a distinct energetic pattern. Strong similarities in both the organ biofeedback and aura projection will be easily seen and can be documented using the Biopulsar’s record feature.

Following are three examples of the organ biofeedback data taken of the same individual over a period of approximately 4 months.

The above person shows a strong Kapha pulse, which is reflected with the organ graph lines running smooth and straight (strong and stable) with most of the red biofeedback graph lines on or close to the green harmony line. When a strong Kapha pulse is reflected in a majority of the graphs any deviations off the green harmony line indicate imbalances for this energy type.

A Biopulsar reading can show very subtle or more significant changes during a reading but a person’s energetic patterns and imbalances will consistently repeat themselves. This is easily proven on the Biopulsar. However, there are also exceptions to this rule, which would be in cases where a person, for example, has a strong Vata constitution or is an extremely emotional or unstable (operates primarily with their right brain) person.